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ABSTRACT. Acute ischemic stroke (AIS) has become a serious
health problem in many countries because of its poor outcome and
worsening epidemic trend. Early identification of genetic risk factors
and physiological indicators for stroke occurrence may help to reduce
the incidence of stroke. Therefore, we conducted a case-control
study including 50 AIS patients and 50 healthy individuals from a
Chinese population to explore the association between AIS and patient
complete blood profiles and the association between AIS and the
genetic polymorphism K469E in intercellular adhesion molecule-1
(ICAM-1). Compared to the control group, AIS patients showed a
high percentage of mononuclear cells, low platelet count, low ratio of
platelet to lymphocyte count, high frequency of the 469K allele, and
low frequency of the 469E allele. White blood cell count, percentage
of neutrophils, percentage of lymphatic cells, platelet distribution
width, mean platelet volume, and platelet hematocrit levels showed
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no significant differences between the 2 groups and between different
genotypes. Our results suggested an association of elevated levels of
mononuclear cells and reduced platelet count with higher AIS risk.
Our results also supported the hypothesis that the KK genotype at the
K469E locus in ICAM-1 is a risk factor for AIS.
Key words: Acute ischemic stroke; Complete blood count; K469E;
Intercellular adhesion molecule-1; Mononuclear cells

INTRODUCTION
Acute ischemic stroke (AIS) is the most common form of stroke and accounts for
43-79% of the 2.5 million strokes each year, which includes 1.6 million fatal cases in China
(Roach et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2011). More remarkably, current data indicate that a 50% increase in stroke incidence will occur in China over the next 20 years (Moran et al., 2010).
Studies have shown that AIS results from genetic and environmental interactions (Mohr et al.,
1997). Stroke risk may be related to age, gender, lifestyle, and many other disease conditions
(Deb et al., 2010). Early identification of risk factors for stroke occurrence is important for
reducing stroke incidence in medical practice. Complete blood count is one of the most common lab tests for many patients, which provides a comprehensive profile of red blood cells,
leukocytes, and platelets. The role of platelet aggregation and activation in plaque formation,
as well as the association between blood cell count and motility and recurrence of stroke have
been reported in previous studies (Balestrino et al., 1998; Cherian et al., 2003; Kazmierski et
al., 2004). Elevated white blood cell (WBC) count was reported to be associated with significantly higher mortality and poorer prognosis after AIS (Ganti et al., 2013; Furlan et al., 2014).
A recent study in a Taiwanese population also showed a positive association between AIS risk
and WBC and neutrophil count, suggesting that both counts may be useful for predicting longterm ischemic stroke events (Wu et al., 2013). However, the association between complete
blood count results and AIS susceptibility has not been thoroughly investigated. Moreover,
complete blood count data and AIS susceptibility may be affected by unique regional environmental factors, as dietary habits in a specific region may differ in different areas. For instance,
people in Dalian, a coastal region, consume relatively large amounts of seafood, which likely
affects AIS risk. Thus, association studies based on local populations may more accurately
reflect local situations and be more valuable for local residents.
An increasing number of studies has reported multiple genetic factors that may modify the susceptibility to stroke (Morgan and Humphries, 2005; Cheng et al., 2008; Milton et
al., 2011; Ma et al., 2013). These modifying genetic factors are associated with inflammation,
lipid metabolism, and blood coagulation. Intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) is an
immunoglobulin superfamily member that plays an important role in inflammation. ICAM1 is widely expressed at low levels on the cell surface of mesenchymal cells in many tissues (Dustin et al., 1986; Seth et al., 1991). Substantially increased expression of endothelial
ICAM-1 was observed in brain autopsies of patients who died from ischemic stroke, indicating an association between ICAM-1 expression and ischemic stroke (Lindsberg et al., 1996).
Increased levels of soluble ICAM-1 were also reported to be associated with higher susceptibility to ischemic stroke (Tanne et al., 2002; Simundic et al., 2004). A genetic polymorphism
in ICAM-1, K469E (rs5498), causes an amino acid change from glutamic acid (E) to lysine (K)
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in the ICAM-1 protein, resulting in changes in protein structure and immunoglobulin binding.
Studies have shown that the K469E polymorphism in ICAM-1 may be associated with the susceptibility to multiple diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease, cardiovascular disease,
and other related conditions (Matsuzawa et al., 2003; Nejentsev et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004;
Yang et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009). Interestingly, a recent
study from Li et al. (2009) reported that the 469E polymorphism was associated with higher
stroke risk in females compared with 469K in Chinese populations. However, whether the KK
genotype or EE genotype at this locus is associated with higher stroke risk remains controversial, as discordant conclusions have been reported in different studies (Liu et al., 2004; Wei et
al., 2005; Li et al., 2009).
To examine the association between the genetic polymorphism ICAM-1 K469E and
complete blood count profiles in AIS patients from the Dalian area, we statistically analyzed
complete blood count profiles and genotypes at the polymorphic locus, ICAM-1 K469E, in
patients diagnosed with AIS and healthy individuals in a local Dalian hospital.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study subjects
Subjects were recruited from a Dalian area hospital and gender- and age-matched
between groups to ensure that there was no statistically significant difference in demographic
characteristics between the groups. The study conformed to the institutional ethical guidelines.
The case group consisted of 50 patients, which included 27 males and 23 females aged 24-85
years who had been diagnosed with stroke by head magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography scanning according to the China Diagnosis and Treatment Guidelines for
Acute Ischemic Stroke (2010) in the First Hospital Affiliated with Dalian Medical University
from September 2012 to December 2012. The mean age was 63.28 ± 11.22 years and 51.43 ±
12.02 years for the case group and control group, respectively. All patients were free of other
cardiovascular diseases, trauma, arterial inflammation, cancer, cerebral vascular malformation
or aneurysm caused by secondary stroke, and recent drug interventions. The control group
consisted of 50 healthy individuals, including 26 males and 24 females aged 23-81 years, who
had undergone a routine health checkup during the same period in the same hospital and were
healthy without history of stroke and other diseases involving the blood, liver, kidney, thyroid,
autoimmune, and cerebrovascular systems.

Methods
Sample collection
Peripheral blood specimens were collected in tubes containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid as an anticoagulant from individuals after overnight fasting for subsequent analysis of complete blood counts and DNA analyses.

DNA extraction and amplification
Genomic DNA was extracted from blood samples using the GENERATION
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Capture Column Kit (Tiangen, Beijing, China) according to manufacturer instructions.
Genomic DNA was stored at -80°C. DNA regions containing targeted single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) were amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and specific
primers designed and synthesized by TaKaRa Biotechnology (Dalian, China). The forward
primer sequence was: 5'-AACCCATTGCCCGAGC-3'. The reverse primer sequence was:
5'-GGTGAGGATTGCATTAGGTC-3'. PCR conditions were: an initial incubation at 94°C for
1 min, followed by 40 cycles of 94°C denaturation for 30 s, 55°C annealing for 30 s, and 72°C
extension for 30 s. Final extension for PCRs was conducted by incubation at 72°C for 5 min.

Polymorphism analyzed by restriction enzyme digestion
Enzyme digestion reactions were performed in a 20-mL reaction system containing
12.5 mL sterile distilled water, 5 mL PCR products, 2 mL 10X buffer, and 0.5 mL BstUI enzyme. The mixtures were incubated at 60°C for 4 h. Digestion products were analyzed by
electrophoresis (1 h, 80 mA) on a 3% agarose gel. Photographic images were acquired using
the Gene Genius system (Syngene International, Karnataka, India) to analyze the genotypes
of KK, EK, and EE.

Polymorphism confirmation by sequencing
PCR products from 10 randomly selected patients and 10 controls were purified and
sequenced by TaKaRa Biotechnology. The sequencing results were compared to the enzyme
digestion results to validate the genotype.

Complete blood count
WBC samples were loaded onto a Sysmex XE-5000 hematology analyzer (Sysmex
Inc.; Kobe, Japan) to obtain blood profiles, which included WBC, neutrophil percentage
(NEUT), lymphatic cell percentage (LYMPH), mononuclear cell percentage (MONO), platelet counts (PLT), platelet distribution width (PDW), mean platelet volume (MPV), and platelet
hematocrit (PCT).

Statistical analysis
The SAS 9.2 software was used to perform statistical analyses (SAS Institute, Cary,
NC, USA). A two-factor design was used for analysis of variance. P < 0.05 was considered to
indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS
Complete blood count profiles for case and control groups
Complete blood count profiles for both the patient and control groups are listed in
Table 1. No statistically significant differences were observed in terms of WBC (F = 2.82, P
> 0.05), NEUT (F = 1.83, P > 0.05), and LYMPH (F = 0.54, P > 0.05). However, significant
differences in MONO (F = 10.52, P < 0.05) were observed between groups. The mean values
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for MONO were 7.76% and 6.14% for the patient and control group, respectively. Differences
in PLT, PDW, MPV, and PCT were also not significant between the groups. However, the ratio
of PLT/LYMPH ratio in the patient group (mean = 92.06) was significantly lower than that in
the control group (mean = 119.18) (F = 5.09, P < 0.05). The ratio of NEUT to LYMPH did not
show significant differences between groups (F = 0.16, P > 0.05).
Table 1. Demographics and complete blood count characteristics in AIS patient and controls (Results are
expressed as mean ± standard deviation).
Number (male/female)
Age (years)
WBC (109/L)
NEUT (%)
LYMPH (%)
MONO (%)
PLT (109/L)
PDW [10 (GSD)]
MPV (fL)
PCT
PLT/LYMPH
NEUT/LYMPH

Patient group

Control group

F

P

50 (27/23)
63.28 ± 11.22
6.87 ± 1.29
55.06 ± 7.39
34.32 ± 7.10
7.67 ± 1.37
213.61 ± 50.48
12.43 ± 1.60
10.46 ± 0.81
0.22 ± 0.05
98.60 ± 45.71
1.74 ± 0.83

50 (26/24)
51.43 ± 12.02
6.19 ± 1.01
58.03 ± 3.56
33.33 ± 3.69
6.14 ± 1.06
221.41 ± 33.55
12.08 ± 1.18
10.23 ± 0.62
0.23 ± 0.03
115.07 ± 34.68
1.74 ± 0.41

15.17
2.82
1.83
0.54
10.52
4.35
7.19
6.45
2.52
5.09
0.16

0.0002
0.0962
0.1790
0.4637
0.0016
0.0397
0.0087
0.0128
0.1160
0.0263
0.6879

ICAM-1 genotypes in patient and control groups
The 223-bp genomic region covering the SNP locus was amplified by PCR in all
groups. Gel electrophoresis demonstrated that PCR products of unique sizes were generated
(Figure 1a) and that no non-specific products were amplified.

Figure 1. DNA analysis of products from PCR and enzyme digestion reactions. a. PCR products. Lane M = 100-bp
DNA ladder marker; lane 1 = H2O; lanes 2-11 = samples 1-10. b. Enzyme digestion products. Lane M = 2000bp DNA ladder marker; lanes 1 and 2 = two samples with KK genotype; lanes 3 and 4 = two samples with EE
genotype; lane 5 = a sample with EK genotype.

The K469E SNP in ICAM-1 creates a new cleavage site for the restriction enzyme
BstUI. Thus, the genotype of ICAM-1 at this locus can be defined based on fragment length
patterns after BstUI digestion (Figure 1b). Digestion of genotype KK samples gave rise to
uncleaved DNA fragments of 223 bp, while the genotype EE gave rise to 2 cleaved fragments
(136 and 87 bp) and the genotype EK gave rise to 3 fragments (223, 136, and 87 bp). Representative examples corresponding to different genotypes are shown in Figure 1b. Genotype
assays revealed that the numbers of individuals with the KK, EK, and EE genotypes in the
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patient groups were 41, 4, and 5, respectively (Table 2). In the control group, the number of
individuals per genotype group corresponded to 35, 7, and 8, respectively (Table 2). The K
and E allele frequencies in the patient group were 86 and 14%, respectively (Table 2). The corresponding frequencies in the control group were 77 and 23%, respectively (Table 2).
Table 2. Distribution of the different genotypes and allele frequencies.
Group

Total		

N (%)		

Allele frequency (%)

		KK

EK

EE

K

E

AIS
Control

4 (8)
7 (14)

5 (10)
8 (16)

86
77

14
23

50
50

41 (82)
35 (70)

All genotypes were further validated in 10 randomly selected patients and 10 control
samples by sequencing analyses. All sequencing results validated the enzyme digestion results
for these samples. Representative examples of sequence results are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Sequencing analysis of patient pools. a. a sample with genotype KK (nucleotides = A/A); b. a sample
with genotype EE (nucleotides = G/G); c. a sample with genotype EK (nucleotides = G/A).

Association of WBC profiles and its subtypes with SNP K469E in both groups
The WBC counts and the percentages of the WBC subtypes for the subgroups with
different genotypes at K469E were further analyzed (Table 3). For the 3 genotype subgroups
(KK, EK, and EE), we observed no statistically significant differences in WBC (F = 0.24, P
> 0.05), NEUT (F = 1.27, P > 0.05), LYMPH (F = 1.71, P > 0.05), and MONO (F = 0.73, P >
0.05) counts. There were also no significant interactions between disease condition (strokepositive or healthy) and genotype in terms of WBC (F = 0.44, P > 0.05), NEUT (F = 2.30, P
> 0.05), LYMPH (F = 2.76, P > 0.05), and MONO (F = 0.25, P > 0.05) counts. However, for
genotype KK, there were significant differences (F = 25.23, P < 0.0001) in MONO counts
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between the patient group (mean value = 7.82) and the control group (mean value = 6.08).
For the genotypes EK (F = 1.26, P = 0.2650) and EE (F = 3.01, P = 0.0861), these differences
were not significant. For NEUT/LYMPH ratios, no significant differences between subgroups
with different genotypes were observed (F = 2.29, P > 0.05). However, a significant interaction between disease status and genotype on NEUT/LYMPH ratios was indicated (F = 3.44,
P = 0.0362).
Table 3. WBC counts and percentages of subtypes with different genotypes.
Group

GT

N

WBC		

NEUT		

LYMPH		

MONO

NEUT/LYMPH

			 M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

AIS

1.65
1.00
1.62
1.36
0.78
0.88

53.81
50.20
60.86
57.35
59.19
56.96

8.75
10.46
11.68
4.74
4.47
4.38

35.36
41.75
28.90
34.27
32.69
34.35

8.71
12.80
10.55
4.79
4.76
3.83

7.82
7.18
7.18
6.08
6.11
5.69

1.80
0.43
0.82
1.24
1.58
1.36

1.68
1.33
2.50
1.73
1.87
1.69

0.71
0.57
1.45
0.42
0.45
0.35

Control

KK
EK
EE
KK
EK
EE

41
4
5
35
7
8

6.73
6.30
7.02
6.21
5.99
5.73

GT = genotype; M = mean; SD = standard deviation.

Association of platelet profiles with disease condition and genotypes
The association between platelet count-related cytology profiles and disease condition
and genotypes was statistically analyzed (Table 4). A significant difference in platelet counts
was observed between the patient and control groups (213.61 ± 0.48 x 109/L for the case group
and 221.41 ± 33.55 x 109/L for the control group; F = 4.35, P < 0.05). The difference between
different genotype groups was not significant (F = 0.46, P > 0.05). There was also no significant interaction between disease condition (stroke-positive or healthy) and genotype regarding
platelet counts (F = 1.24, P > 0.05). Pairwise comparisons also revealed no significant difference regarding platelet count between genotype-specific patient and control subgroups.
Table 4. PLT counts, PDW, MPV and PLT/LYMPH with different genotypes.
Group

GT

N

PLT		

			 M
AIS
Control

KK
EK
EE
KK
EK
EE

41
4
5
35
7
8

216.88
199.50
179.00
223.14
240.86
229.75

PDW		

MPV		

PLT/LYMPH

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

65.00
41.84
47.69
43.29
50.48
35.73

12.32
14.53
12.70
12.43
11.49
11.78

1.85
2.70
2.27
1.27
1.30
1.09

10.42
11.40
10.56
10.40
9.96
10.16

0.90
1.31
1.14
0.70
0.67
0.64

100.83
81.15
94.19
111.82
126.08
119.62

49.18
27.52
21.44
36.59
35.20
25.60

GT = genotype; M = mean; SD = standard deviation.

Analyses of PDW data also revealed a significant difference in PDW between the
patient and control groups (F = 7.19, P < 0.05). Differences in PDW between genotype groups
was also observed, but was not significant (F = 0.75, P > 0.05). Our data revealed a significant
interaction between disease status and genotype for PDW (F = 4.36, P < 0.05). Moreover,
stroke patients with the EK genotype had a significantly higher mean value of PDW compared
to the control individuals with the EK genotype (14.53 vs 11.49, F = 8.77, P < 0.05). No significant difference in PDW was observed between patients and controls with genotype KK (F
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= 0.08, P = 0.7721) or EE (F = 0.98, P = 0.3244). Within the patient group, patients with the
KK genotype showed a higher mean value of PDW compared to patients with the EK genotype (12.32 vs 14.53, t = 2.567945, P = 0.0118).
Analyses of MPV data revealed a significant difference in MPV between the patient
and control group (F = 6.45, P < 0.05). MPV differences between subgroups with different
genotypes were not significant (F = 0.52, P > 0.05). We found a significant interaction between
disease status and genotype for MPV (F = 3.37, P < 0.05). Moreover, stroke patients with the
EK genotype had a significantly higher mean value of MPV compared to control individuals
with the EK genotype (11.40 vs 9.96, F = 7.63, P < 0.05). No significant difference in MPV
was observed between patients and controls with genotype KK (F = 0.01, P = 0.9292) or EE
(F = 0.70, P = 0.4048). Patients with the KK genotype showed a lower mean value of MPV
compared to patients with the EK genotype (10.42 vs 11.40, t = 2.251943, P = 0.0267).
For the PLT/LYMPH ratios, there were no significant differences between subgroups
with different genotypes (F = 0.02, P > 0.05). Interactions between disease status and genotypes for PLT/LYMPH ratios were also not significant (F = 0.85, P > 0.05). Analyses of PCT
data revealed no statistically significant differences (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
We analyzed the complete blood profiles and genotypes of ICAM-1 K469E in AIS patients and healthy individuals and explored the association of K469E and AIS status with various blood parameters, including WBC count, percentages of WBC subtypes (NEUT, LYMPH,
MONO, and NEUT/LYMPH), PLT count, and PLT-related references (PDW, MPV, PCT, and
PLT/LYMPH). We identified associations of some of these blood parameters with the K469E
polymorphism and AIS disease state.
In this study, the MONO percentage in the AIS patient group (7.67 ± 1.37%) was
significantly higher than that in the control group (6.14 ± 1.06%; Table 1), suggesting an association between high MONO percentage and AIS occurrence. Similar differences in MONO
levels were observed between AIS patients and control subjects with the KK genotype of
ICAM-1 K469E (Table 3). Peripheral blood mononuclear cells, including macrophages, play
essential roles in the immune system to fight infection. MONO cells also play crucial functions in inflammation reactions associated with stroke (Danton and Dietrich, 2003). It was
previously reported that the number of MONO cells expressing interleukin-8 increased after
stroke (Tuttolomondo et al., 2008). Elevated MONO cells may aggravate the stroke injury, and
monitoring of MONO levels should be conducted for AIS follow-up (Lindsberg et al., 1996).
Both the PLT count and the PLT/LYMPH ratio in the AIS patient group were lower
than these values in the control group (Table 1 and Table 4), suggesting an association between stroke occurrence and decreased PLT count. These are well-known common pathological features of stroke. The decreased free PLT count may be secondary to enhanced platelet
activation and aggregation, which is commonly observed during stroke (Bigalke et al., 2012).
However, the values of the PLT count and the PLT/LYMPH ratio did not appear to be associated with the ICAM-1 K469E locus. Inflammation is well known to play pivotal role in stroke
(Danton and Dietrich, 2003; Tuttolomondo et al., 2008; Yamada et al., 2008). In addition to
leukocytes and monocytes, the adhesion molecule ICAM-1 has been found to be closely associated with stroke occurrence (Lindsberg et al., 1996). As described above, it remains unclear
whether the KK or EE genotype at the K469E locus in ICAM-1 is a risk factor for stroke. Our
Genetics and Molecular Research 14 (4): 15520-15529 (2015)
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results showed that the AIS patient group had a higher ratio of the KK genotype and lower
ratio of the EE genotype compared to the healthy control group (Table 2), supporting previous
conclusions that the genotype KK is associated with a higher risk of AIS occurrence.
It should be noted that our study population is small, limiting the statistical power
analysis of our study. This may explain why we observed no associations between several
other leukocytes and platelet profiles and AIS susceptibility and ICAM-1 polymorphism. Future studies including a larger sample size may provide additional insight.
In summary, we identified an association between elevated levels of mononuclear
cells and decreased platelet count with AIS occurrence. Our results also support that the KK
genotype at the K469E locus in ICAM-1 is a risk factor for AIS occurrence.
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